Good Reads Top Five: 3-7s

Recommended by ESCAL, Schools Library Service and DECSY
The Journey Home by Frann Preston-Gannon
The ice is melting so Polar bear sets off in search of a new home.
Join him on his adventure across the seas and discover the many
other endangered friends along the way. The author won a
Sendak Fellowship and spent a month living with
Maurice Sendak (author of ‘Where the Wild Things Are’) where
she worked on the this beautiful picture book.

£5.99 /
£4.49
members of
DECSY

The Herd Boy by Niki Daly
Another beautiful picture book from Niki Daly author of the
‘Jamela’ series. This is a story about Malusi who is a herd boy
who tends his grandfather’s sheep and goats among the
mountains of the Transkei. Can Malusi save his lambs from the
hungry baboon who’s stalking the flock? Who is the old man
in the shiny car who stops to chat, and encourages him in his
dream of being President? A story of empowerment, self-belief
and leadership, inspired by the life of former President Nelson
Mandela.

Hardback
£12.99 /
£10.39
members of
DECSY

The Last Tiger by Rebecca Elliott
An unusual futuristic picture book for young children which
paints a desolate landscape where Luka one day meets a tiger.
Their friendship leads to a very important discovery of the last
garden which inspires everyone to start taking care of the earth
again.

£5.99 /
£4.49
members of
DECSY

Lighty Faust The Lion by Anna Hymas
‘Lighty Faust had a mighty house with a naughty mouse and a
boy called Ru. The boy called Ru was well over two, almost four,
not much more...’ A humorous rhyming tale for young children
about a boy and his imaginary friends.

£5.99 /
£4.49
members of
DECSY

George Flies South by Simon James
Winter is coming and it’s time to fly south. “Are you ready?”
asks his mum, but George isn’t ready to leave the nest. George
embarks on a journey in his nest finally learning to use his wings.

£6.99/
£5.59
members of
DECSY

All of these books are available to loan from the Sheffield Schools Library Service or to
purchase from Development Education Centre South Yorkshire: info@decsy.org.uk,
tel: 0114 2412750
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